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Abstract—Nowadays the practice of researching pseudoran-
dom number generators (PRNG) becomes more scalable because
of its spreading in many spheres of computer science and,
especially, cybersecurity. The problem is that existing generators
are still have many disadvantages in terms of velocity, complexity
or flexibility. Thus, the area of researching new algorithms of
generating pseudorandom sequences is more than just applicable
method, but the target for multiplying cybersecurity from the
hardware to application level.

This leads to make the set of available and useful PRNG
larger and better by their features, like velocity, performance,
simplicity in realization. These features match PRNG, based
on cellular automata (CA), but not all rules, used in CA are
appropriate for their transition functions. Bent functions are
perfectly complement statistical weakness of some rules because
of their non-linearity without loss of other features.

I. INTRODUCTION

M
ODERN society is vulnerable enough for hacking at-
tacks, which are very large-spectered, from hardware

attacks (on microchips) to web hacking (or application level
hacking). Since, the first thing for computer science society
and cybersecurity itself, is to protect personal data of users,
which is the main aim for hackers. When we say "protect
personal data", it comes cryptography methods in the first
sight, like ciphers or lightweight cryptography, or coding
theory. The basement of majority of cryptographical methods
is generating random numbers, which can be both physically
processed and mathematically. This paper is about second
one, to be more exact, about pseudorandom number generator,
based on homogenous structures using bent functions.

A. Homogenous structures overview

Lets take the set of k-dimensional vectors Zk, set of
1 and 0 − En, ordered set V = (α1, α(h−1)), where αi

is k dimensional vector from Zk. Besides, lets determine
a function φ = φ(x0, x1, , x(h−1)), φ : (En)

h → En,
additionally (φ(0, 0, ..., 0) = 0). As the result we’ll get "four"
σ = (Zk, En, V, φ). That will be formal determinition of
Homogenous structures (HS) [7], where En set of states of
one cell in φ - local transition function.

Generally, HS are usually represented by ordered set of
many Moore automata [13], which have states of other au-
tomata as input. To understand which of automata can influ-
ence on another one special scheme or neighborhood template
can be used. There are several schemes, that are usually used in
HS, like Moore’s scheme (2 dimensional scheme, where target
cell, surrounded by square of cells 3x3 if radius r = 1, or 5x5
if radius r = 2) or Neuman’s one (2 dimensional scheme,
where non diagonal cells surrounding the target one)

HS can be determined as dynamical discrete systems, where
time and space are discrete. Changing of states of cells is
conditioned by function φ, which is also included in rule. The
rule is like a finite automaton with input, transition function
and output.

Without loss of formalization and main idea, here and
further term HS will be replaced by Cellular automata (CA),
as this term is more widespread. Sharing CAs by complexity
feature, it can be seen that there are two types of them:
uniform CA (when all the grid have one rule and only one
neighborhood template) or non-uniform CA (several neighbor-
hood templates or(and) several rules). From this, perfomance
features of both CA types are almost the same, besides
memory (non-uniform needs more memory space for keeping
rules and neighborhood templates). To save boards of the grid
of CA, we will consider, that 2-dimensional grid is about
toroidal form (without distortion in sizes).

Time spacing is a method of producing sequences with
periodically interruptions in reading bits for one or several
evolutions (iterations). That means, that only several iterations
will influence on resulting bit sequence.

Site spacing is a method of producing sequences with
periodically skipping of some bits in the grid in every iteration.

Widely spread so-called Wolfram’s notation [17] for the
rules. Firstly, lets call configuration the set of ones and zeros
(two-state CA, where the sequence is considered as random
number) at particular discrete moment of time. Further rule
numbers are also suggested by Wolfram. Wolfram’s rule 30 as
an example:

How Wolfram’s rules can be encoded goes further. For
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example, f(111) = 0, f(110) = 0, f(101) = 0, f(100) =
1, f(011) = 1, f(010) = 1, f(001) = 1, f(000) = 0, is
denoted rule 30.

B. Pseudorandom number generators (PRNG) overview

Random numbers are needed in different applications, i.e.
in the cryptography area and coding theory. A number of
algorithms need repeatable random numbers, based on de-
terministic algorithms, it is more correct to call such num-
bers pseudorandom, since they differ from the true random
sequences obtained as a result of natural physical process.

Random number generators should have a number of prop-
erties if they are to be successfully applied in long stochastic
models, like those used in computational physics. The most
important properties from this point of view are good results
in standard statistical tests for randomness, computational
efficiency, a long period (the minimum number between rep-
etitions) and the reproducibility of the sequence, e.g. NIST
Test Suite. Considering several examples of PRNG, let’s pay
attention to Linear Congruential method and LFSR. They
are quite simple, but perfectly describe the main idea of
pseudorandom numbers.

C. Bent function

Bent functions are boolean functions with an extreme value
nonlinearity. The measure of nonlinearity is an important
characteristic boolean functions in cryptography. Linearity and
properties close to it testify to the simple structure of this
function and, as a rule, represent a large source of information
about many other of its properties.

The nonlinearity of a function f is the distance from f to
a class of affine functions. We denote the nonlinearity of the
function f in terms of Nf :

Nf = d(f,A(n)) = min
g∈A(n)

d(f, g)

where A(n) is class of affine functions.
The formula for calculating Nf by the Walsh-Hadamard

transform:

d(〈a, x〉, f) = f̂(a) = 2n−1 −
1

2
max
a∈Zn

2

|f̂(a)|

Let f ∈ P2(n), write for it the Parseval equality:

Σa∈Zn
2
f̂2(a) ≥ 2n

We have 2n non-negative summands whose sum is 22n.
Consequently max

a∈Zn
2

f̂(a) ≥ 2n, from which it follows that

max
a∈Zn

2

|f̂(a)| ≥ 2
n
2 . Therefore

Nf = 2n−1 −
1

2
max
a∈Zn

2

|f̂(a)| ≤ 2n−1 − 2
n
2
−1

The function f ∈ P2(n) is called maximally nonlinear if
Nf = 2n−1 − 2

n
2
−1

Definition: A bent function is a Boolean function with an
even number of variables for which the Hamming distance

from the set of affine Boolean functions with the same number
of variables is maximal.

The properties of bent functions:

1) bent functions exist only for even n;
2) bent functions depend statistically on all their arguments;
3) let f be a bent function, and h belong to the class of

linear functions. Then f⊕h belongs to the class of bent
functions;

4) Let (f ∈ P2(n), g ∈ P2(m) - be functions of disjoint
sets of variables. Then f ⊕ h is a bent function if and
only if f and g are bent functions.

We give examples of bent functions of a different number
of variables.

for n = 4 :

f(x0, x1, x2, x3) = x0x1 + x2x3

f(x0, x1, x2, x3) = x0x1 + x2x3 + x0 + x1

for n = 6 :

f(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = x0x1 + x2x3 + x4x5

f(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = x0x1x2 + x1x3x4 +
x0x1 + x0x3 + x1x5 + x2x4 + x3x4

for n = 8 :

f(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7) = x0x1x2 +
x1x3x4+x2x3x5+x0x3x6+x2x4+x1x6+x0x4+
x0x5 + x3x7

From the point of view of cryptography, the important
criteria that a Boolean function f of n variables must satisfy
are the following :

• equilibrium - the function f takes values 0 and 1 equally
often;

• the propagation criterion PC(k) of order k - for any
nonzero vector y ∈ Zn

2 weight at most k, the function
f(x+ y) + f(x) is balanced;

• the maximum nonlinearity - the function f is such that
the value of its nonlinearity Nf is maximal;

II. ALGORITHM OF GENERATING PSEUDORANDOM

NUMBERS ON CA USING BENT FUNCTIONS

The main idea of algorithm is in using CA Rules and
bent functions to generate pseudorandom sequences of bits by
usage of simple XOR operation to improve statistical features
of CA sequences. Unique features of bent functions, like
non-linearity and simplicity allows to generate quite random
sequences in the grid of CA. Also, in terms of hardware or
software implementation bent functions are simple enough to
realize. As a result, we will get deterministic bent function
output with n inputs of CA cells with Wolfram’s notation rules.

A. Grid

From the point of view of geometry grid in our algorithm is
represented by 2-dimensional parallelogram with sizes p and q,
divided by equal cells, which contains only one of two possible
states 0 or 1. Actually, the grid can be chosen with random
sizes, but it is strongly recommended to create the grid, where
p and q are prime numbers. It can improve periodical feature of
output sequence. Let’s divide this grid into two blocks, where
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one block is for CA rule and another one is for bent function
sequence. Every block bi is 2 dimensional parallelogram with
sizes lbi and wbi . Obviously, each block consists of lbi ∗ wbi

cells. But result output sequence will be only from block with
CA rule.

The matter is the fact, that the grid should be filled with
initial states to produce next evolutions. For this reason there
are a number of ways to do it. As we need deterministic
algorithm and minimum of memory usage, it must be simple
way to fill the grid. The method, describing below is called
NESW (NESW- North, East, South, West). Formally, we take
a result of size multiplication lbi ∗ wbi of each block bi and
start filling it cyclically from the South-West corner of block
with the bits of received number, moving to the North till
the edge of block or almost filled cell, then moving to the
East, South and West, repeating conditions. This method also
reminds spiral moving to the center of the grid of the block.
The whole process is demonstrated on the Fig. 1

Fig. 1: bi block grid view with NESW scheme of filling

B. Bent functions

As it mentioned before, traditional pseudorandom gener-
ators on CA use rules by Wolfram’s notation, e.g. Rule30
or Rule90 and Rule150 together for better results. Another
option is using some Boolean functions for changing states
of cells in the grid, but these functions were linear. In this
paper we research possiblity of using non-linear functions
(bent functions as denoted before). But bent functions exist
only for even number of arguments. And standard templates
of neighborhood don’t match for this condition. Fortunately,
we can choose neighborhood template for the CA. Actually,
we can choose as many templates as a number of blocks is and
use different bent functions with only one restriction - possible
lack of memory. Other sides of this method is flexible enough
for realization.

So, we have m blocks in the grid and can choose tn ≤
m templates of neighborhood and tf = tn number of bent
functions. We define target cell as a cell, which next state
would be defined by bent function output.

Defining conditions for templates and bent functions:

1) number of cells in each i−th template. including target
cell, must be even;

2) obviously number of cells is equal to number of argu-
ments of appropriate bent function in the same block;

3) each bi block has abstract toroidal form without size
distortions;

4) target cell could be chosen anywhere in neighborhood
template.

Now, using bent function f(x0, x1, x2, x3) = x0x1+x2x3+
x0 + x1 lets see how our target cell will change on the next
iteration (other cells should be changed also, but we want to
check the output of function).

Fig. 2: How bent function works

C. Result

As we defined before the first block is our clasical CA
with its own rule, but not all the rules produce statistically
strong sequences. To improbe this scenario, we propose the
second block in the grid, which would be producing by bent
function. After needed number of evolutions block b1XORing
with block b2 bit by bit, with appropriate size of sequence. So
far, it can be concluded, that resulting sequence in block b1
would be much more statistically strong. Thus, we can increase
the set of rules, which produces strong, random and flexible
sequences of bits.

D. Repeating

As our algorithm is deterministic, that leads to repeating
evolution of CA with the same input and initial states. For
this aim it can be generated abstract key to pass it through
the channel for checking identity. So, the key K may be
interpreted like the following sequence of bits. We use symbol
| to mark concatenation.

K = p|q|lb1 |wb1 |...|lbm |wbm |tv1

1

|tv2

1

|...|tv1
m
|tv2

m
|V1|...|Vm|T

where t
v
j

i

is the size of template parallelogram, including all
possible cells in the template. And Vi are sent like the sequence
of bits, where each bit, if it is 1 than cell is in the template,
and when it is 0, than out of template.

Here are numbers of cells, instead of which should placed
1 or 0. T is bit sequence for determining all of bent functions,
using in algorithm and other needed meta information. Thus,
in spite of the fact that we must send such a long sized key,
we can put some data in the boundary cells, placed around our
main grid in order to save correct transition of state in case
of software realization.
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III. TEST RESULTS

Our algorithm was tested with the help of NIST Test
Suite, which developed for testing RNG and PRNG. The
process of test involved: generation sequences of bits by our
algorithm ( 1000000 bits), testing .txt file with sequence with
NIST Test Suite. We tested various numbers of bent functions
up to 16 arguments with different neighborhood templates
appropriately, NESW method of filling the grid with initial
states. Results of tests are averaged for all the experiments.

Head parameter of NIST Test Suite, showing the quality of
sequence is P − value, which shows the difference between
testing sequence and random sequence. The test statistic is
used to calculate a P − value that sumarizes the strength of
the evidence against the null hypothesis. For these tests, each
P−value is the probability that a perfect random number gen-
erator would have produced a sequence less random than the
sequence that was tested, given the kind of non-randomness
assessed by the test. If a P − value for a test is determined
to be equal to 1, then the sequence appears to have perfect
randomness. A P − value of zero indicates that the sequence
appears to be completely non-random. A significance level
(α) can be chosen for the tests. If P − value ≥ α, then the
null hypothesis is accepted; e.g., the sequence appears to be
random. If P−value < α, then the null hypothesis is rejected;
e.g., the sequence appears to be non-random. The parameter
α denotes the probability of the TypeI error (if the data is, in
truth, random, then a conclusion to reject the null hypothesis
(e.g., conclude that the data is non-random) will occur a small
percentage of the time) [10]. α is equal to 0.01.[10]

Here is the table (Fig. 3), which shows the difference on the
NIST Test Suite between "clear" usage of Rule30 - rule30
column, with bent function of 4 arguments - bent4 column
and bent function of 6 arguments - bent6 column. All bent
functions were balanced: f(x) + f(x + y) form, where x

denotes vector of arguments, and y - random vector.
For bent4 variant we used the following function:

f(x0, x1, x2, x3) = x0x1 + x1x2 + x2x3

and as random vector was y = 1011
For bent6 variant we used the following function:

f(x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) = x0x1 + x2x3 + x4x5

and as random vector was y = 101110
There will be represented results of average tests on about

100 rules without bent functions and with them of 4 and 6
arguments of Proportion criteria (Fig. 4) and P-value criteria
(Fig. 5)

IV. CONCLUSION

In spite of the fact, that not all the rules in classical CA
can’t be strongly recommended for generating pseudorandom
sequences and numbers, we can find a way to increase
statistical features up to hundred times with only using bent
functions without loss of velocity and simplicity. Thus, the
main advantage of this idea is that the set of using rules

Fig. 3: Statistical results of P-value for 3 variants of Rule30

Fig. 4: Graph of difference between average test results
(Proportion)

Fig. 5: Graph of difference between average test results (P-
value)

enlarges and can be used in a different way with results near
needed distribution.
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